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Walking into the gallery I am greeted by a strange but humorous ensemble. Nine sculptural 
ceramic objects on pedestals or paintings form a circle, backs against the wall, and in the 
middle of the gallery, one large inchworm-like foot. Upon closer inspection, I recognize 
these strange textured and colored ceramic objects all as feet, some enlarged with childish 
phalanges others distorted beyond recognition into big red tumors. As a viewer, I am 
invited into the midst of a social gathering, except that the hosts all are feet of various sizes, 
materials, and colors. 
 

 
Installation of ‘1 ft = 30.48 cm’, Pinkard Gallery, Baltimore, MD 2018 

 
Although the work is primarily a mixture of ceramic earthenware, stoneware, and painting, 
Yeonjung’s feet sculptures transform beyond ceramics. By pairing traditional methods of 
crafting ceramics with non-traditional materials like nail polish, pom-poms, or colored 
pencil, Yeonjung pushes experimentation in her work and exaggerates the childlike 
creation of feet as characters. Blue (2018), for example, is a rough spackled dark blue foot 
with bulbous white breasts emerging from its surface. This sculpture sits across from Stay 



with Me (2018), a vibrant red licorice colored mound of a foot with much more than five 
toes sporadically sprouting from its head, toenails painted in white.  
 

                     
Blue, acrylic, sand, colored pencil on earthenware, 2018               Stay with Me, sand on stoneware, 2018 
 
 

The curious likability of the work stems from its enticing and repulsive nature. The feet are 
not only colorful, textural, and visually edible but also alien, disfigured, and uncanny. 
Yeonjung talks about the feet as a metaphor for her diasporic experience as a Korean artist 
in the United States. For her, the feet provide comfort in their shared existence as alien 
objects in the world and their humor and charm as identities in themselves. This sense of 
character creation and worldbuilding is most highlighted in the installation works that 
combine painting and ceramic. Escape (2018) is an oil painting of a room decorated with 
ceramic vessels with a strange green foot resting on a red table. Then, in a breaking of the 
fourth wall, the same green foot is a sculptural object attached to and emerging from the 
painted world. This green foot sculpture sits next to an actual ceramic vessel, bringing 
together the image world of the painting with the object world of the sculptures. In this 
way, Yeonjung seems to be positing an in-between where these foot forms exist both in an 
imagined world and in our own.  
 



 
Escape, oil on canvas and stoneware, 2018 

 
These painting and ceramic hybrids are in my viewpoint, the next step in Yeonjung’s 
trajectory to craft objects and worlds of shared experience. Unlike the other ceramic pieces 
however, these hybrid works still function like paintings due to their reliance on the gallery 
wall. Perhaps to highlight the objectness of the painted image, these works should 
transition to be self-sustaining and free-standing, only then would they take on an identity 
as a body and not as painterly image. Regardless, the strength of Yeonjung’s work is its 
ability to present multiple personalities, to transform feet into absurd otherworldly 
characters. 
 
“1 ft = 30.48 cm” is a generous show. The work is honest in its identity as estranged object 
but charming in humor and material handling. In my conversation with Yeonjung, she put it 
best by simply saying her goal for the show was to provide viewers with a good time. 
 
 
 



Yeonjung Kim is a Korean artist studying at the Maryland Institute College of Art. Her show, “1 ft = 
30.48 cm” is installed in Pinkard Gallery in Bunting from 10/15 - 11/9. Yeonjung can be contacted 
at yeonjungk111@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
Sandra Liu is a Chinese-American artist studying painting and stop-motion animation at the 
Maryland Institute College of Art. Follow her on Instagram @sandora_liu for more art reviews, 
shows, and personal work or contact her at sliu01@mica.edu.  
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